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Two dialogues 

How much do they resemble ‘real’ conversation?







Background to spoken grammar



Examples





What are some key examples of 
spoken grammar?



I was thinking that Ibiza might be a, um, a good place to go this 
summer.
Yeah although it might be a bit crowded. 
Where else then?
Ever been to Sardinia?
No but that could be alright.
It's one of the nicest islands, Sardinia. 
Near Corsica right?
Mhm, think so. 
This colleague of mine, Mark, he was telling me that it had the 
best beaches he's ever seen. 
Which is why we should go!



Examples of spoken grammar







• Yeah, although it might be a bit crowded. 

• Which is why we should go!

• Co-construction



Other features of spoken grammar



A point of contention



In favour of bringing spoken grammar to 
the classroom (Paterson, n.d)



Activity one – Situational ellipsis (adapted 
from Timmis, 2005)





Reflection task



Activity two – Co-construction (1) 



1. Hot today, isn't it? 
____________!I should have left my jacket at home!
2. That meal was amazing. 
_____________!We should come here again!
3. Our hotel room was pretty dirty.
____________, more like! I left a bad review on TripAdvisor!
4. That was a really bad decision by the referee.
____________! He hasn't got anything right!
5. Her children are so sweet. 
____________! And so well-behaved, too!
6. The view is lovely, isn't it? 
______________! You can even see the mountains in the 
distance!
7. The subway was a bit crowded today. 
______________! It must be because it was a public 
holiday. 
8. This new vacuum cleaner is rubbish. 
____________!What a total waste of money!



1. Hot today, isn't it? 
Boiling! I should have left my jacket at home!
2. That meal was amazing. 
Delicious! We should come here again!
3. Our hotel room was pretty dirty.
Filthy, more like! I left a bad review on TripAdvisor!
4. That was a really bad decision by the referee.
Ridiculous! He hasn't got anything right!
5. Her children are so sweet. 
Adorable! And so well-behaved, too!
6. The view is lovely, isn't it? 
Stunning! You can even see the mountains in the 
distance!
7. The subway was a bit crowded today. 
Packed! It must be because it was a public holiday. 
8. This new vacuum cleaner is rubbish. 
Useless! What a total waste of money!



1. Hot today, isn't it? 
____________!I should have left my jacket at home!
2. That meal was amazing. 
_____________!We should come here again!
3. Our hotel room was pretty dirty.
____________, more like! I left a bad review on TripAdvisor!
4. That was a really bad decision by the referee.
____________! He hasn't got anything right!
5. Her children are so sweet. 
____________! And so well-behaved, too!
6. The view is lovely, isn't it? 
______________! You can even see the mountains in the 
distance!
7. The subway was a bit crowded today. 
______________! It must be because it was a public 
holiday. 
8. This new vacuum cleaner is rubbish. 
____________!What a total waste of money!





Activity three – Co-construction (2)



Conditional co-construction







Activity four – co-construction (3)



Activity four – co-construction (3)







Activity five – Reported speech



Activity five – Reported speech



What function(s) do the highlighted words 
have?



Which signal words show: 
• A different idea/opinion?
• Surprise?
• Hesitation or doubt?



Which signal words show: 
• A different idea/opinion?  Look, Listen
• Surprise? Oh, Hey
• Hesitation or doubt? Okay, Well



Extension?



Reflection
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